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I have always been fascinated by human decision making and 
where the sum of these decisions lead. As a healthcare professional 
this is a concept I have to help my patients reconcile daily. More 
importantly however, my role with them is focussed on the now. The 
present day actions and how these can impact not only their 
symptoms but their quality of life and that of those around them. 



Whilst focussing on controllable tasks will lead to a better outcome 
in almost any discipline there is much more outside of our realm 
which can influence the trajectory. The environment will leave its 
impression.



The complexity of life is compelling… the sliding doors real…the 
butterfly effect fascinating. It is through this that I find myself here 
today. When entering the NFT space I had no plans to build here but 
day by day the environment has acted on me.



When you look back at my life (please dig deeper) you may 
conclude two things about me. Firstly I exist to do good in the world 
and secondly that I am willing to go deeper than most humans 
alive to achieve my goals.



I thank you for joining us on this journey. I hope you enjoy the 
PACManifesto.

Dale Hardiman

Co-Founder PAC
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Our greater goal is to build a vehicle which 
improves the health and wellbeing of those who 
are touched by our brand. We believe that this is 
best achieved in collaboration with teams who 
share a common purpose.



We share a common purpose with PA in 
supporting the people of the Web 3 space in 
health. We will do this whilst providing utility that 
benefits holders of PAC and PA projects 
simultaneously but in turn impacting the whole 
Web 3 community. 

PACPurpose
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We are building a stand alone ecosystem but we 
have been inspired by PA, it’s community and 
everything it stands for. We will do more for the 
PA community than any nft project has ever 
done for another. 



Yes, our art is derivative based but we are 
looking to change the standard of what a 
derivative project is and means. We are 
changing the derivative game by giving back to 
those that came before us whilst carving our 
own unique path in the Web 3 space.

PACPurpose
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You may be fooled to believe that your choices 
do not have consequences…Your actions 
insignificant… Your moves arbitrary. 



Since the beginning of time, every action has 
made an impression… Created a shockwave…Left 
its mark.



In the game of life, you are firmly in the driver 
seat. You have the control. What you choose to 
do with those controls is in your hands. 



The game has begun. You are already playing. 



What’s your next move?

PACTale
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I’m going to ask you for one minute to forget 
everything you have ever thought or known 
about both raffle or derivative projects. PAC 
hovers in these categories but is neither. 



PAC is a vehicle for change… a place to be 
better.



We are a community driven incentive which 
pays homage to the original PA Genesis 
collection, celebrates key members of the PA 
community whilst simultaneously adding value 
to PAC and PA holders. 



No project has ever existed which is designed 
specifically in this way. 

Why PAC?
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This is a new era of derivative… A machine which 
exists to support another both is a market sense 
but also in the broader mission to change 
peoples lives. 
 

Initially you will see us expand access to the PA 
community through celebratory artwork and 
through putting PA assets in the hands of new 
faces. Our PACSweep and PACLotto will assist in 
stabilising further the PA Ecosystem whilst 
servicing the PACEcosystem . 



We are building an independent vehicle in our 
own right whilst servicing another with synergy. 



We are the future. Join us on this journey.

Why PAC?
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Neoart.eth

Founder & Artist 

Illustrator & 2D artist for +12 years · excited to 
build in Web3, NFTs and Games, Currently UI/
UX designer in Switzerland



Dale Hardiman

Founder & community lead 

Community driven healthcare entrepreneur & 
creative marketer passionate about building 
Web 3 into a healthier and safer space.



Joshua S. Lee

Web3 Engineer 

ex-Facebook Software Engineer, been part of 
building Lobby3 and MeebitsDAO

PACTeam
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PAC is a psychedelically inspired 2D artwork in 
celebration of the PA Genesis Collection.



Whilst there are a plethora of unique traits in our 
collection, many have been inspired by some of 
the rarer PA genesis traits but with using brighter 
and more vibrant colours to add a new spin and 
highlight the true beauty of the original art 
direction. 



Remember, PAC is NOT an exact replica of PA, 
traits are named & mixed differently in addition 
to many new original psychedelics traits.



In total, PAC has +100 Masks and +80 Heads.

PACArt
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The PAC NFT arrives on the Ethereum blockchain. 
It’s impression shall last for eternity.



Supply 5,555 

Mint Price 0.07 eth

Mint Date Early Q3 TBC

Mint Time TBC

Wallet Allocation Max 5



PAClist (3000)

Public mint (2000)

Team allocation/giveaways (300)

Freemint (255)

PACMint
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PACMap 1.0
PACPlay

PACSweep

PACLotto

PACSwap

The game has begun. What will happen next? Your actions have 
consequences. 

The PA floor is juicy. The ‘Buy Now’ button is ready. Time to acquire 
PA assets for the PACFam. This blast will be felt near and far. Be sure 
to take cover.

Every week a PAC holder will be welcomed into the PA ecosystem. 
Your PAC serves as at least 1 entry into the PACLotto weekly. This 
information is valuable.

PAC holders who already own a PA Genesis are able to swap their 
existing genesis for one in the PACVault. Just cover gas. 
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PACMap 1.0
PACYou

PACDeck

PACMeet

PACCare

PAC holders who don’t own a PA Genesis, if available are granted 
permission to use a PACVault PA Genesis as their PFP for a given 
period of time. 

Some things are better left a mystery.

The NFT space is evolving. Our IRL offering is unique. When the time 
comes, all we ask is that you be ready.

Free mints have been offered will be awarded to members of the PA 
community who have had their PA assets stolen. Community is our 
priority. A fund will be set up to support community members in need. 
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PACMap 2.0

Upon sellout and completion of 
PACMap 1.0, things really start to 

get interesting. 
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40% to PACVault :

Used for PACSweep & PACLotto



40% to PACDev:

This wallet will be used to fund ongoing 
developments in the project, cover costs, pay 
PACteam salaries, deliver PACMap and continue 
to innovate/provide value to the PACFam.



20% to PACTeam:

Compensation to core/extended team and 
repayment of start up expenses. 

Sustainability
Allocation of mint funds are as follows
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There is a 5% royalty on secondary sales.



40% to PACVault



40% to PACTeam



20% to PACDev

Allocation of Royalties are as follows

Sustainability
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PACFunds Management

Future PACFunds


Allocated funds to PACVault & PACDev will be 
carefully managed to optimise health of the 
available capital and its use. This is achieved 
through but not limited to the following 
mechanisms:



Staking and trading of held assets to generate 
ETH and $PSY. Using $PSY to purchase further 
assets for PACLotto.

Conversion of ETH to Fiat (as advised by 
professional trader).

PACMap 1.0 and specifically 2.0 have been 
designed to provide further revenue to the 
PACEcosystem. 
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These opportunities currently exist outside of 
what is officially planned for PACMap 1.0 and 2.0.



PAC has been specifically designed to benefits 
members of both the PAC and PA ecosystems. 
In light of the most recent PA update, the 
following areas are currently in discussion and 
official proceedings underway. 

Further building $PSY into the PACEcosystem.

PACVault acquiring DEMP for PACFam benefits.

PACMap Opportunities.

PAC inclusion in DE. 
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PAC has been designed as support arm to the PA 
ecosystem. We are building something special 
here and this is reflected in the great community 
that is building around the project.



The team are currently working on building an 
official relationship with the PA team. This is our 
goal and we will work with purpose to achieve 
this. 



The PAC artwork is inspired by the PA Genesis 
collection. This is in homage of the original 
project and in tribute of the key community 
members who helped build it. 



We don’t envision any issues arising from this, 
however a secondary collection has been 
designed and other contingencies put in place. 
PACFam will be protected and we will deliver the 
PACMap as promised. 


Discussion
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